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SUMMARY

In 1346 Richard Spynk, a well-to—do Norwich merchant and conscientious citizen, began a legal

suit against the bishop of Ely, Thomas de Lisle, which was to erupt into a violent feud not to

end until 1352. The feud, involving chilling accounts of mafia—style intimidation, reached the

ears of the king and was to culminate with both parties petitioning the king ’3 council in the

parliament ofJanuary 1348. The Spynk case is an important onefor medieval legal history because

it became the test casefor excepcio villenagii, a privilege whereby lords could stop their villeins

from impleading them in the courts.

The medieval city of Norwich was extremely fortunate to have as one if its citizens a man

called Richard Spynk, for it is doubtful if anyone in Norwich during the fourteenth century did

more to fulfil his civic duty than this wealthy and prominent merchant. When a tax was levied

in the mid—fourteenth century to raise 500 marks, or just over £333, for example, Spynk paid

the greatest personal share, £9 and 12 marks, or a total of £17, indicating that he was the richest

citizen in the city at that time.1 In 1344—5 Spynk provided that a book of memoranda relating

to the city’s history, called the ‘Old Free Book,’ be written down.2 But the merchant’s greatest

contribution to civic pride was the completion by 1343 of the city walls, for which Spynk seems

to have been entirely and solely responsible. According to the records he built and strengthened

several towers and gates, supplied them with engines of war, such as catapults and crossbows,

to help defend the city from attack and put ‘two great chains of good Spanish iron’ wound by

a Windlass across the River Wensum so that ‘no ship nor barge nor boat might come in or depart

without leave’. All in all Spynk spent well over £100 on the project.3

Ironically, just three years later it was Spynk himself who was to need defending. If the mer—

chant is to be believed, he was the victim of a violent and blood—curdling campaign of physical

intimidation master—minded by the newly—created bishop of Ely, Thomas de Lisle. De Lisle’s

men were said to have stolen hundreds of pounds’ worth of Spynk’s sheep, cattle and other

goods. When he attempted to complain to the king’s justices about his maltreatment at the bishop’s

hands, De Lisle’s men, according to Spynk, resorted to strong—arm tactics to prevent him from

going ahead with his suit, tactics which included ambushes, death threats, bodily assaults and

posse-style manhunts throughout the county of Norfolk. Things became so bad that Spynk lived

like a man besieged, he said, not daring to venture out of the protection afforded by the city

walls, with the result that he was not able to sell his merchandise or go about his ordinary business,

losing much money in potential revenue. The case dragged on for seven years, at one point

coming before the highest court in the land, the king’s council in parliament, and was only finally

resolved in 1352 by an out-of—court settlement.

How did an upright and law—abiding pillar of his community like Richard Spynk get involved

in all this violent feuding with a bishop of Ely? For that matter, how did De Lisle, bishop of

one of the wealthiest and most prestigious dioceses in England, come to lead a mafia—style cam-

paign of terror against a Norwich merchant? Was the bishop really guilty as charged, and if
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so, what made him commit his crimes? What impact did the case have on contemporaries, and,

from an historical perspective, how does it tie in with political and social developments among

Edward III’s nobility during the middle years of his reign? This article will attempt to answer

all these questions. But one must supply the details of the case before passing judgement or

reaching a verdict.

Terror at Norwich and Dickleburgh

On 15 July 1345 Thomas de Lisle, the Dominican prior of Winchester and papal penitentiary,

was made bishop of Ely by Pope Clement VI,4 In September of that same year the bishop took

possession of his temporalities and on 27 November he was enthroned in the cathedral church

of Ely.5 Less than a year later, on 20 August 1346, the Crown issued the first special

commission of oyer and terminer to investigate complaints against De Lisle by Richard Spynk

and his brother, William. Among the five men commissioned to investigate were William Scot,

chiefjustice of the king’s bench; William Basset, justice of king’s bench; and William Shareshull,

justice of the court of common pleas.6 The two merchants said that at Marchford, and March,

Cambridgeshire, the bishop, his brother, John de Lisle, and others had several times laid ambushes

for them and continued to do so day after day so that for ‘fear of death, mutilation of their members

and capture and incarceration of their bodies they fled thence, wholly abandoning their dwell—

ing places, and have not dared return”. In addition, De Lisle‘s men were said to have stolen

a total of 10 oxen, 15 cows and 260 sheep belonging to the Spynks, worth £20 and 40 marks,

totalling approximately £46, and carried away their goods valued at £400.7

In September 1346 more oyer and terminer commissions were issued in response to new com—

plaints from the Spynks. This time each brother reported how Thomas and John de Lisle and

over twenty—five others ‘hostilely besieged him at Dickleburgh and Norwich and the suburb

of that city, threatening his life and threatening him with mutilation of his members and capture

and incarceration of his body, so that for fear of death he dared not go out [of those places]

to pursue his trade by which he got food for himself and his household‘. Because of this siege,

said the brothers, they lost £700 in potential profit from merchandise they normally would have

sold in market. What is more, according to the Spynks, De Lisle’s gang stole goods worth £260

belonging to the merchants at Norwich and Dickleburgh, and at the latter place the gang assaulted

the Spynks’ men and servants, wounding them so badly that they were not able to serve their

masters ‘for a great time’.8

By 6 December 1346 all the commissions heretofore issued on behalf of the Spynks were

superseded by new ones, directed this time to William Basset and four new justices of oyer and

terminer, including William Thorp, the recently-appointed chief justice of the king’s bench.9 The

new commissions, although quite similar to those issued in August and September, added that

the king had taken the Spynk brothers into his special protection and that De Lisle’s gang had

attacked them while they were so protected. 10 On 29 August 1347 the Crown ordered the justices

in charge of the Spynk case to review the record and expedite the oyer and terminer process,

‘as the king has learned that the said processes have been long delayed by pretext of divers of

his writs and orders, obtained at the suit as well of Richard and William [Spynk] as of the bishop

contrary to the law and custom of the realm” . ‘1 The litigation back and forth was not halted until

1348 when both sides presented their petitions before the king‘s council in parliament.

Before the King’s Council

The highest court of appeal in England in the Middle Ages was the king’s council in parliament,

to which litigants applied through written or oral petitions submitted first to Chancery and then,
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if deemed appropriate, passed on to the council.12 The petitions of both Thomas de Lisle and

Richard Spynk are contained in a file in the Public Record Office entitled ‘ancient petitions’,

a special collection of documents created in 1892 but based on an earlier archival class called

“parliamentary petitions’ which were preserved in the Tower of London in chronological

order.13 Although there are no dating clauses in the documents themselves, the petitions were

entered by the eighteenth—century editors of Rotuli Parliamentorum as having been presented

at the parliament held at Westminster from 14 January until 12 February 1348.14 The editors

numbered the petitions but worked from a transcript of the documents made in the previous

century by Sir Matthew Hale instead of from the original chronological bundles.15 Although

it may be difficult, in this case, to check the accuracy of the dating in Rotuli Parlz'amem‘orum,l6

if the transcript by Hale remained faithful to the chronological series, then the date assigned

to these petitions should be correct. The petitions are valuable evidence for the legal historian

because, like the minutes of a modern court case, they contain the arguments both for the pro—

secution and for the defence, and thus allow one to make a more objective judgement as to whether

a defendant charged over 600 years ago was guilty or innocent.

De Lisle made the case for his defence in two separate petitions. The longer one, number

seventy—one in the parliament rolls, claimed that the Spynk brothers were the bishop’s villeins,

born on his Doddington manor in Cambridgeshire, and that therefore he, the bishop, could take

exception of villeinage (excepcio villenagii) against them. In medieval English law, the villein,

unlike a free man, had no legal rights and was not allowed to bring a lawsuit against his lord. ‘7

Although some historians confuse the terms, 18 an exception was not the same as a writ. Whereas

a writ was a formal document issuing out of Chancery and sealed with the great seal, requiring

that justice be done to the aggrieved party, an exception was a less rigorous process, made either

verbally or written down in a bill, in which the defendant attempted to defeat his opponent’s

case by pointing out a defect in his argument, much like an ‘objection’ in a modern court case. ‘9

The distinction is important because it illuminates a change of tactic by De Lisle’s attorneys.

Spynk mentioned in his own petition that for the past two years the bishop had sued ‘writs under

the great seal and letters under the privy seal’ in order to counter the plaintiff’s oyer and ter—

miner commissions, ‘notwithstanding any mandate of our lord king or ordinance made by his

council’ .20 The latter presumably referred to the Crown’s order of 29 August 1347 which sought

to expedite the oyer and terminer process. There was no mention of excepcio villenagii being

lodged by the bishop, which suggests that this was a new strategy adopted by the defendant,

perhaps as recently as the parliamentary session.

The impression that excepcio villenagii was not the bishop’s usual defence is strengthened

by the existence of another petition in the parliament rolls for January 1348 which likewise asserted

the lord’s right to take exception to a plaintiff’s servile status. Numbered twenty-one by the

editors of Rotuli Parliamentorum, the petition was not attributed to any particular litigant but

seems to have been drawn up collectively on behalf of all the lords in parliament. The petition’s

main complaint was that serfs were impleading their lords ‘against right and good faith’ in ‘foreign’

counties, i.e. places other than where the villeins were born. The villeins were doing this, ac—

cording to the lords, because in foreign counties the local people “cannot in any way have

cognisance of their birth or of their blood’, or in other words, they did not know that the plain—

tiffs were someone else’s property. In effect, the serfs were passing themselves off as free men

with the same legal rights as free men.“

The similarities in language and content which De Lisle’s petition bears to petition twenty—

one are striking. De Lisle likewise complained that his villeins, Richard and William Spynk,

were suing him in a foreign county, Norfolk, in order to gain their liberty by having the court
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recognise their suit. They ‘have purchased against him and several others oyers and terminers

in the county of Norfolk”, De Lisle said ofthe Spynks, ‘maliciously feigning that he [the bishop]

used to besiege them at Norwich and committed against them several other horrible trespasses

. in order to enfranchise themselves by the people of the said county of Norfolk”.22 Both

petitions asked the council to remedy the situation by ruling that, in cases where the lord’s ex-

ception was disputed by the plaintiff, asserting that he was free and not servile, then the issue

should be decided by a jury from the county ‘where the villein was born, who have a true

cognisance of his birth and of his blood”. In De Lisle”s case, he requested that the enquiry into

the Spynks’ birth be held in Cambridgeshire, which he claimed was their native county. Both

petitions warned the council that if the defendants be convicted of anything their villeins accuse

them of through their writs, then this would be ‘a very great mischief in law”.23

If the lords’ petition was heard before De Lisle’s, as their numbering suggests, then De Lisle

would have been riding on the ‘coat tails”, so to speak, of his predecessors’ arguments. This

may explain why the bishop had not employed his privilege of excepcio villenagii earlier, because

in Norfolk, where the oyer and terminer commissions would have been held, Richard Spynk

was well known as a free citizen of Norwich and the bishop’s exception would not appear credi—

ble. Only when his case came before an apparently unbiased council, where he could identify

with the interests of his peers, did De Lisle and his attorneys seem to avail themselves of the

opportunity to press their excepcio villenagii claim. The council readily identified that De Lisle

and the lords shared common interests. Its responses to petitions twenty—one and seventy-one

were exactly the same, word for word. Although the lords claimed that ‘many people of law

are in various opinions’ concerning the admissibility of their privilege, the council was quite

clear on this point. ‘It is agreed by the council in parliament”, went the response, ‘that the ex—

ception of villeinage against the plaintiffs . . . is acceptable and allowed”. However, ‘ifthe said

plaintiffs respond that they are free and of free estate . . . then, without going further in the

said matter, the justices [who are hearing the case must] adjourn the parties before the king

[king”s bench] or before the common bench at the choice of the defendant'. The council made

an important concession to the defendants by leaving the control of any further prosecution of

the case in their hands and by ruling that the inquest into the plaintiffs‘ birth should be taken

by a jury from ‘the county where the said plaintiffs were born”. rather than from the ‘foreign’

county where the plaintiffs had brought their suit.24

Whereas his first petition was fairly certain of achieving its desired outcome, considering that

it followed upon the successful petition by the lords, De Lisle made a much more ambitious

demand in his second appeal to the council (no. seventy—two). In it, the bishop sought to deny

the Spynks access to writs of oyer and terminer, leaving them with, as their only recourse for

justice, the suing of a writ of trespass in the king‘s bench or the court of common pleas. This

procedure would presumably entail greater expense than oyer and terminer. since one of the

brothers would have to go in person to London or retain an attorney there. De Lisle claimed

that his innocence was well known by many ‘fathers of the land, knights and other good peo—

ple”. If the ‘horrible trespasses” and especially the besieging alleged by the Spynks had really

occurred, De Lisle argued, then these witnesses would certainly have known about it. He therefore

invited the council to seek out the good men’s testimony, ‘and if through their information it

be discovered that the said suit [brought by the Spynks against De Lisle] is false and malicious.

then let the said oyers and terminers be completely revoked”.25

The council firmly rejected De Lisle’s request by pointing out that the law fully supported

the Spynks” right to sue writs of oyer and terminer. The writs were granted. the council said,

‘on account of the horribleness of the trespass” alleged by the Spynks. The council seems to
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have based its decision on the second statute of Edward 111 of 1328, in which ‘horrible trespasses’

were specified as one of the conditions for granting ‘oyers and terminers’.26 The commissions

begun by the Spynks were, therefore, to ‘remain in their force’.27

Richard Spynk, in his own petition before the council (no. seventy—three), seems to have follow—

ed a twofold strategy. One of his goals was to establish his right, as a free man, to plead against

De Lisle and counter the challenge to this right posed by excepcio villenagii. ‘Although the said

bishop claims in his bills that the said Richard is his villein of his manor of Doddington’, Spynk

argued, ‘all the same Richard and his ancestors are and have been free and of free condition

from time without memory, which fact is well known in the county aforesaid [Norfolk]’. The

‘bills’ Spynk mentioned could either refer to bills of exception sued by De Lisle or to the bishop’s

previous two petitions before the council. If parliament was the first court to witness the defen—

dant pursuing excepcio villenagii, the bills of exception and the bishop’s petitions would be vir-

tually one and the same. This would also confirm that, in accordance with their numbering,

the bishop’s petitions were heard before the plaintiff’s. Spynk asked that ‘he not be deprived

of the law accorded and granted by our lord the king and his council’, notwithstanding De Lisle’s

‘untrue suggestions’ that he was the bishop’s serf.

Just as De Lisle tried to persuade the council to let the question of Spynk’s birth be decided

by a jury from Cambridgeshire rather than from Norfolk, where the merchant had influence,

so Spynk countered with the claim that a jury from Cambridgeshire would be unfairly weighted

in the bishop’s favour: ‘for all the people of value from the county of Cambridge are the

dependents of the said bishop or otherwise [are beholden] to his fees and robes on account of

this quarrel’. De Lisle’s maintenance was so pervasive, according to Spynk, that he was loath

at first to complain about the bishop’s transgressions against him, even though the bishop had

stolen a total of 1,000 marks’, or approximately 667 pounds’, worth of his goods. Finally, Spynk

put forward a legal principle of his own: favor libertatis, the traditional and oft-cited notion

that the law and its justices would rather err on the side of keeping a man free than in a state

of servitude.28 As Spynk himself put it, ‘the law is more favourable for the freedom of a man’s

body than to put him back into bondage’.

The rest of Spynk’s long, rambling petition was devoted to his other goal, that of convincing

the council of the ‘horribleness’ of the trespass committed against him and the urgency of com—

pleting the oyer and terrniner processes begun two years ago. In passages reminiscent of the

charges made in the oyer and terminer commissions, Spynk described how De Lisle had ordered

one Osbem 1e Hawker29 and ‘a great number of malefactors, armed men and archers’ in the

bishop’s pay ‘to spy out through all the neighbourhood of Norfolk in order to arrest and seize

the body of the said Richard alive or dead, in whatever place he could be found’, notwithstan—

ding that Spynk had been taken into the king’s protection. To carry out their sinister task, De

Lisle’s men, according to Spynk, had held ‘improper assemblies’ in the neighbourhood around

Norwich, and for this reason, Spynk said, he ‘did not dare go out of the city [of Norwich] with

his merchandise, but kept himself inside in order to escape death, like a man besieged, as a

result of which he suffered damages of £1,000 and more’.

Indeed, De Lisle’s menace was so great, complained Spynk, that he did not dare venture into

Cambridgeshire, comprising the bishop’s diocese, in order to pursue his affairs, nor did he even

dare come to Thetford, Norfolk, where he was to plead his case before the king’s justices. Even

now De Lisle, through his thugs and bullies, ‘threatens the said Richard as regards his life and

as regards his members wherever he can be found’, and ‘makes to chase the said Richard from

one day to another throughout the various places in the said county of Norfolk . . . in order
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to capture him or put him to death. For this reason’, continued Spynk, “he does not dare show

himself nor pursue’ his case except through his friends. Spynk ended his petition by asking the

council that they “mandate to your justices that they go forward in the quarrel in accordance

with law and reason, notwithstanding any writs . . . purchased or to be purchased by the said

bishop in order to contradict [the plaintiff’s writs of oyer and terminer] with another sug—

gestion’.30

The council, in its reply to Spynk’s petition, pointed out the many inconsistencies of his claims.

In the first place, the charges made in the petition did not agree with those in the writs of oyer

and terminer. The plaintiff’s description of his harassment. comprised in the first part of his

petition, did not conform to the definition of a besieging, as in the oyer and terminer writs,

but was more properly defined as an ambush, and therefore this charge, said the council, was

untrue. The plaintiff had failed to mention in his petition that he had goods and livestock stolen

at Norwich and Dickleburgh, as described in the oyer and terminer writs, and therefore this

charge too, said the council, was untrue. Finally, Spynk owed money to the Crown for oyer

and terminer writs served in Cambridgeshire, according to the council, and since “the king is

still not paid [for the writs]’ the council ruled that the sheriff of Cambridgeshire had no legal

obligation “to maintain the oyers and terminers'.

The council continued to pick holes in Spynk‘s argument. The plaintiff‘s charge that De Lisle

had obstructed. through the suing of counter writs, the oyer and terminer commissions which

were to arrange for the investigation of the plaintiff’ s complaints held true concerning the court’s

first session during Christmas week. The council conceded that the justices had not sat then

in judgement upon the Spynk case by reason of Crown writs sued against such a sitting. But

Spynk’s petition proved false regarding the second session of the court held during Easter week.

said the council, because at that time no writs to suspend the sitting had been sued. Rather.

the justices had not sat then by mutual consent of both parties. who had drawn up a formal

agreement on the matter witnessed by De Lisle and Spynk‘s proxy, John de Norwich.

The plaintiff's charge that the bishop was maintaining “people of value’ in Cambridgeshire

was ‘notoriously untrue‘. ruled the council, “for [there are in the] county more than 1,000 said

people of importance and of virtue who are not his dependents nor [are beholden] to his fees

or robes. And this can be discovered through the good people of the aforesaid county [atten—

ding] this parliament‘. The plaintiffs other accusation “that the bishop continues his malice,

and even now makes to lie in wait for the said Richard in order to seize him, etc.. can be well

understood to be untrue', the council decided. because De Lisle had spoken “very peacefully”

with Spynk “in several places in the counties of Cambridge and Huntingdon and wherever the

said Richard often comes‘. This information probably also came to the council’s attention through

third—party testimony, namely De Lisle‘s peers in parliament.

The end result of the council's deliberations was an entirely satisfactory one for De Lisle.

Not only did the council rule that the issue of Spynk's birth “should be tried by the people of

the aforesaid county of Cambridge . . . because he [Spynk] does not deny his birth [at Dod—

dington, Cambridgeshire]‘. but it also granted the bishop's request comprised in his second petition

(no. seventy—two). This was that the writs of oyer and terminer purchased by Spynk “be com-

pletely rejected' because. according to the council. they were “conceived out of a false malice

and suggestion, as appears by his [the plaintiff‘s] own petition”.31

Oddly enough, De Lisle never pressed his advantage against Spynk through the courts. It

was not until four years later. after an absence from his diocese from 1348 until 1350,32 that

De Lisle chose to submit his suit to arbitration, a popular alternative in the Middle Ages to
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expensive and drawn—out litigation whereby both litigants agreed to abide by the decision of

a presumably unbiased third party.33 The arbitrator in this case was Robert de Ufford, earl of

Suffolk, and the document setting out the conditions of the agreement which finally ended the

dispute was witnessed by De Lisle on 21 May 1352. Although no mention is made of it in the

agreement, Spynk probably had to pay a monetary concession to the bishop to ensure his future

goodwill. Certainly the wording of the agreement conveys the impression that De Lisle had

the upper hand: ‘At the request of and out of reverence for the honourable lord, my lord Robert

de Ufford, earl of Suffolk, and by reason ofthe good behaviour and humility ofthe said Richard’,

De Lisle agreed to give up ‘all manner of actions, claims, challenges and demands which he

ever has or could have [brought] against the aforesaid Richard and William [Spynk]’ (italics

mine). 34

The Historian’s Verdict

It is puzzling why Richard Spynk, after the expenditure of so much money and effort to bring

his case before the council, should have wasted his opportunity by presenting such a slipshod

argument. Perhaps the blame should be borne by his attorney, John de Norwich, although the

merchant was certainly wealthy enough to hire competent legal advice. On the other hand, the

long and costly suit may have drained Spynks’ financial resources, nor could he have matched

those commanded by De Lisle. The bishop of Ely was one of the wealthiest magnates of medieval

England, possessing an income of at least £2000 per year.35

Although not immune to financial difficulties himself, De Lisle seems to have spared no ex—

pense to surround himself with lawyers. An anonymous biographer of the bishop testified that

his subject ‘used to keep the strongest knights and squires of the land and men skilled in law

in great abundance for his livery and for his counsel’.

The success of De Lisle’s defence lay in his identification with the interests of his peers in

parliament. Although legal disputes between lords and their tenants had been taking place for

at least a century prior to 1348,36 the petition on behalf of the lords signalled a new threat to

their beloved privilege of excepcio villenagii. De Lisle’s suit therefore gained in importance

as the first test case for the lords’ defence of this privilege. Much was at stake. If Spynk had

been successful, his precedent would have started a stampede of legal actions against lords by

their freedom-loving serfs, or at least that is probably how the lords viewed the implications

of a verdict for the plaintiff. In the decades after the Black Death of 1348 and leading up to

the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, lords everywhere were increasingly determined to preserve the

profits of their lordship and halt the emancipation of the villein.37 This determination found

expression in the Statute of Labourers of 134938 and in a lesser known statute of 1352, which

gave lords the right to plead exception of villeinage against plaintiffs who had purchased a writ

of liberlate probana'a. The writ required plaintiffs to prove their free status in court but, in the

meantime, granted them protection from their lords. In its petition to the council which gave

rise to the statute, the commons complained that villeins were using the writ to delay actions

against them by lords seeking to re—claim their serfs. The new statute provided that lords could

seize the persons of their villeins even after the writ of libertate probanda had been sued.”

Spynk’s case may even have prefigured lords’ complaints expressed after 1381, in which villeins

were said to be escaping to towns in an attempt to win their liberty through the community‘s

protection.40

The council, on the other hand, remained fairly even—handed in its responses to the petitions

of both litigants, for in each instance it insisted upon a strict adherence to the forms of legal
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procedure and of statute law. Spynk certainly owed his defeat more to his own faulty methods

of disputation than to any prejudice from the barons sitting in judgement. Nevertheless, it was

perhaps unfair of the council to solicit testimony concerning De Lisle’s maintenance from the

bishop‘s peers in parliament, especially as these peers clearly had an interest in the outcome

of the case.

Yet, in spite of the council’s verdict, it seems difficult to believe that Spynk would have troubled

himself to prosecute the case without some genuine grievance. But even if the merchant’s com-

plaints of theft and harassment were justified, De Lisle probably felt himself to be perfectly

within his legal rights with regard to his actions towards the plaintiff. Although he did not use

his privilege of excepcio villenagii until much later, the bishop, from the very outset of the case,

may have viewed Spynk as his villein trying to pass himself off as a free citizen of Norwich.

De Lisle could have excused the stealing of Spynk’s goods and his harassment as a legitimate

attempt to distrain and capture a fugitive bondman. Only an independent confirmation of Spynk’s

villein status can settle this matter of whether De Lisle was within his legal rights when he acted

against Spynk. This confirmation might have been obtainable from the manorial records for

the Ely episcopal estates. but unfortunately most of these documents were lost or destroyed,

especially during the Peasants’ Revolt of 1381.41 A surviving record of an inquisition made

in 1251 listing all the tenants who had to pay rent or perform services for the bishop of Ely

yields no Spynk living on the Doddington estate.42 It is more than likely, however. that De Lisle

and his lawyers had some record which connected Spynk, already a well-established citizen of

Norwich before De Lisle’s elevation to the see of Ely, with the bishop’s Doddington manor,

a connection which then gave De Lisle the legal basis to exploit Spynk as a potential avenue

of profit. Without this connection, the bishop‘s entanglement with a merchant based so far out—

side his diocese becomes nearly inexplicable.

Nor would this have been the only instance where De Lisle used alleged servile status to justify

forcible confiscation of another man’s goods. In Michaelmas term 1352 the bishop’s bailiff,

Henry de Burton, had to answer charges brought against him by Robert Mody of Doddington

in the court of common pleas. Mody alleged that Burton had come with swords and other arms

and carried off four horses, six oxen and five cows. worth £10, belonging to him at Hitcham.

Suffolk, and endamaged him further to the value of £40. Burton said in his defence that Mody

was the bishop‘s villein ‘and that all the predecessors of the Bishop from time without memory

had been lawfully seized of the antecedents of Robert as his neif’. Burton also said that he had

carried out the seizure, on De Lisle's orders, on the grounds that the bishop was owed

amercements by the plaintiff.43

De Lisle never had any intention of dragging Spynk all the way back from Norwich and forcing

him to live once again as a villein on his manor.44 This much is clear from the fact that, once

the bishop had the upper hand in the dispute, i.e., once he had gained the right to try his claim

to Spynk in Cambridgeshire and the plaintiff‘s accusations had been discredited by the council,

De Lisle never pursued his claim. Instead Spynk paid De Lisle what was in effect a bribe to ob—

tain his manumission, or release from servitude, which is what the 1352 agreement, disguised

as arbitration, really was. It is even called ‘manzmiissio Ricardi Spynk‘ in the Ely priory register.45

De Lisle appears to have been an early practitioner of a form of extortion which was to become

popular among money—hungry nobles of the fifteenth century. in which lords would use dubious

claims to blackmail rich townsmen for their manumission from servile status.46

At first, however, De Lisle tried to cash in on his claim to Spynk by simply seizing the rich

merchant‘s valuables, probably justifying this seizure on the grounds that he was owed back—  
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dated amercements or villein dues, as we have seen was the case with Robert Mody of Hitcham,

Suffolk. The confiscation of Spynk’s goods was done in a simple but effective manner. After

frightening the Spynk brothers away from their Marchford and March residences, De Lisle’s

men took what was left in the abandoned dwellings and enclosures. It was only after this action

had resulted in the oyer and terminer commissions of August 1346 that we hear, through the

commissions of September later that year, of the next escalation in the dispute, in which De

Lisle’s men were besieging the Spynks at Norwich and actively trying, with apparent success,

to restrict the merchants’ movements. Later, in Richard Spynk’s petition of 1348, we hear that

this besieging was accompanied by chases and manhunts and was designed to stop Spynk from

pleading before thejustices at Thetford. If the charge is true then it would suggest that De Lisle

felt he needed to resort to violence because his claim to Spynk as his villein was tenuous. Although

a record may have existed which showed that Spynk or one of his ancestors had been a tenant

on the bishop’s Doddington manor, the record may also have showed that Spynk had been a

free tenant, with all the rights of a free man, rather than an unfree serf.47 It is interesting to

note that despite all his complaints of being threatened and pursued, Spynk never once alleged

that De Lisle’s men had laid a hand upon him or his brother, only upon his servants. It seems

that in most cases where violence played a role in medieval legal disputes, it took the form

of a threat to use that violence whereas the physical assault itself was reserved as a last resort.48

There seems little doubt, therefore, that De Lisle’s motivation in this case was the financial

profit to be had from Spynk rather than any principle of tenurial relationship. This impression

is confirmed by the state of the bishop’s finances, particularly during the first years of his

episcopate. There is considerable evidence that shortly after his elevation to Ely, De Lisle, in

spite of his see’s wealth, was already deeply in debt and desperately short of money. In July

1345, the same month he was made bishop, De Lisle was granted by the pope a faculty to con—

tract a loan of 12,000 florins, or between £1800 and £2400, to meet expenses incurred at Avignon

and was also granted an indult to receive a charitable aid from his diocese.49 The bishop’s

biographer, an anonymous Ely monk who perhaps wrote shortly after De Lisle’s death, testified

that, in his early days as bishop, De Lisle squandered his wealth by gathering about him a large

and sumptuous following for the purpose of displaying his newly—won status. Eventually, De

Lisle found the financial burden of such a grand household too great, reported the biographer,

and the bishop was forced to prune it, retaining only his most trusted men.50

De Lisle himselftestified to his financial hardships in a letter he wrote to the king on 1 1 May

1347 in which he replied to Edward III’s request for a loan of wools from his bishops. De Lisle

excused himself from the loan, complaining that, ‘we are so exhausted of money and in debt

to so many creditors that we cannot, without the greatest expense and difficulties, raise a loan

for our own needs’.51 In a second letter to the Crown dated 8 September 1347, the bishop again

pleaded poverty, claiming that ‘we have been oppressed for a long time by debts owed elsewhere

and are worn out by continuous persecutions from day to day, having neither wools of our own

nor being able to find a loan of wool or money from anyone”.52 Although De Lisle would have

had good reason to exaggerate his poverty to the king, his letter nonetheless adds some weight

to the biographer’s testimony.

Given the complex and imperfect nature of the evidence, we will never know whether De

Lisle was technically guilty or innocent of the charges of theft, intimidation and extortion outlined

above. Although he was exonerated by the council, there is, perhaps, an unsavoury air about

the bishop of having exploited a purely nominal villeinage claim to his utmost advantage. This

sceptical view of De Lisle’s motives is by no means diminished when we look at the remaining

portion of his career. His attack upon Spynk was merely the first of a long list of criminal
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indictments levelled against him and his men. Among the accusations were charges of kidnapp—

ing, extortion, arson and theft. Eventually, the bishop was convicted at the hands of the king’s

cousin, Blanche, Lady de Wake, for burning down several of her houses and conspiring in the

murder of one of her servants. King Edward 111 intervened personally in the matter and con—

fiscated the bishop’s temporalities.53

Possibly Spynk derived some comfort from his former adversary’s come—uppance. De Lisle

spent the last five years of his life in exile at the papal court of Avignon, vainly trying to the

end of his life to win back his temporalities. He died on 23 June 1361.54 The earliest date we

have confirming Richard Spynk’s death is 30 July 1384. He left behind a widow, Cecily, and

a son and heir, John, a citizen of Norwich who seems to have had no more trouble from the

bishops of Ely.55
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